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Information: Redesign of the Swiss driving licence as of 15 April 2023

Dear Sir or Madam

From 15 April 2023, driving licences issued in Switzerland wiII have a new layout. They will be produced
using a laser printing process, which is why the photograph now appears black and white. The new
driving licence has up-to-date security features and meets the requirements for the European driving
licence. We are pleased to provide you with an overvlew of the data field labels and appearance of the
new Swiss driving licence in the enclosure.

Swiss driving licences currently in circulation, either on blue paper (issued until 31 March 2003) or in
credit card format (issued between 1 April 2003 and 14 April 2023), will continue to be valid unless
otherwise stated on the licence

Further information will be available on the website of the Federal Roads Office (FEDRO) from 15 April
2023 (this notification in German, French, ltalian and English at Drivinq licence / Training [admin.chI;
detailed directives in German, French and ltalian at Documents concerninq road traffic [admin.ch1).

Federal Roads Office FEDRO

Dario Stagno
3003 Bern
Office: Pulverstrasse 13, 3063 lttigen
Tel. +41 58 484 46 71
dario.stagno@astra.admin.ch
https://www .astra.admin.ch
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Yours sincerely

Federal Roads Office

-3\

J/ud
’Director

Enclosure: Data field labels and appearance
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Enclosure

1. The new driving licence contains the following data fields:

1 Surname of the holder
2 First name of the holder
3 Date of birth and place of origin or place of birth of the holder 
4a Date of issue of the licence
4b Date of expiry of the licence (or a dash if the licence is valid indefinitely)
4c Name of the issuing authority (see List of abbreviations and addresses)
5 Number of driving licence
6 Photograph of the holder 
7 Signature of the holder
9 Categories of vehicles the holder is entitled to drive
10 Date of issue of each category
11 Date of expiry of each category
12 Additional details
14 QR code (contains the surname and first name, date of birth [format DDMMYYY] and FABER 

PIN. This number consists of nine digits plus three consecutive numbers and is a separate 
identification number for administrative purposes).

Details not recorded on Swiss driving licences:
 (8) Place of residence, domicile or postal address; and
 (13) Information essential for administering the licence

2. Appearance and visible security features:

Front:

To the right of the signature is an MLI (multiple laser image) which, depending on the viewing 
angle, shows the date of birth in the format DDMMYY as well as the cantonal abbreviation of 
the issuing authority followed by -CH.

https://www.fedlex.admin.ch/eli/cc/1976/2423_2423_2423/de#a84
https://asa.ch/strassenverkehrsaemter/adressen/
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Reverse (all language versions):

 At the top left are 20 Swiss crosses printed with optically variable colour.
 The QR code is in the centre left.
 At the bottom left is a legend that varies depending on the language version.

Reverse (language: German):

Reverse (language: French):
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Reverse (language: Italian):

Reverse (language: Romansh):
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Front; Tactile surface texture effects:

The data under 
point 5 is also 
tactile.

Front; view under UV illumination:

Reverse; view under UV illumination:
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3. Swiss categories

The Swiss categories correspond to the 3rd EU Directive on Driving Licences, 2006/126/EC, 20 Decem-
ber 2006 (consolidated version dated 22 July 2018). Exceptions:

 Category A does not authorise the holder to drive three-wheeled motor vehicles with an engine 
power exceeding 15 kW.

 If a trailer with a maximum weight exceeding 750 kilograms is attached to a category B motor 
vehicle, the total combined weight may not exceed 3,500 kilograms.

 In subcategory A1, a maximum of 0.1 kW/kilogram is not stipulated for the ratio between engine 
power and unladen weight and this subcategory does not authorise the holder to drive three-
wheeled motor vehicles with an engine power of up to 15 kW.

 Subcategory C1E does not authorise the holder to drive a vehicle combination comprising a 
category B motor vehicle and a trailer with a maximum weight exceeding 3,500 kilograms, the 
total combined weight of which does not exceed 12,000 kilograms.

 In subcategory D1E, the total combined weight may not exceed 12,000 kilograms and the trailer 
may not be used for transporting passengers.

 Subcategory B1 also includes three-wheeled motor vehicles (L5e) with a maximum unladen 
weight (EU terminology: effective vehicle mass) of 550 kilograms. Four-wheeled motor vehicles 
(L7e): Subcategory B1 only applies to category L7e motor vehicles with a maximum unladen 
weight of 550 kilograms.

 F, G and M are special national categories.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02006L0126-20180722&qid=1576568294525&from=DE
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02006L0126-20180722&qid=1576568294525&from=DE
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4. Visualization of the categories, subcategories and special categories on the driver's licence 

A Motorcycles

A 25kW
Motorcycles with a maximum engine power of 25 kW and a max-
imum power to unladen weight ratio of 0.16 kW/kilogram (issued 
until 31 March 2016)

A 35kW
Motorcycles with a maximum engine power of 35 kW and a max-
imum power to unladen weight ratio of 0.20 kW/kilogram

A1
Motorcycles with a maximum cubic capacity of 125 cm3 and 
maximum engine power of 11 kW

B

Motor vehicles and three-wheeled vehicles with a maximum 
weight of 3,500 kilograms and a maximum of eight seats (ex-
cluding the driver’s seat)

Vehicle combinations comprising a category B motor vehicle and 
a trailer with a maximum weight of 750 kilograms

Vehicle combinations comprising a category B motor vehicle and 
a trailer with a maximum weight of 750 kilograms, if the total 
combined weight does not exceed 3,500 kilograms

B1
Small and three-wheeled motor vehicles with a maximum un-
laden weight of 550 kilograms

C

Motor vehicles, other than those classified in category D, with a 
maximum weight of more than 3,500 kilograms

Vehicle combinations comprising a category C motor vehicle 
and a trailer with a maximum weight of 750 kilograms

C1

Motor vehicles, other than those classified in category D, with a 
maximum weight of more than 3,500 kilograms, but not exceed-
ing 7,500 kilograms

Vehicle combinations comprising a subcategory C1 motor 
vehicle and a trailer with a maximum weight of 750 kilograms

D

Motor vehicles used for the transport of passengers and with 
more than eight seats (excluding the driver’s seat)

Vehicle combinations comprising a category D motor vehicle 
and a trailer with a maximum weight of 750 kilograms

D1

Motor vehicles used for passenger transport with more than 
eight but not more than 16 seats (excluding the driver’s seat)

Vehicle combinations comprising a subcategory D1 motor 
vehicle and a trailer with a maximum weight of 750 kilograms

BE
Vehicle combinations comprising a category B motor vehicle and 
a trailer and which, as a combination, do not fall under cat-
egory B
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CE
Vehicle combinations comprising a category C motor vehicle 
and a trailer with a maximum weight of more than 750 kilograms

C1E

Vehicle combinations comprising a subcategory C1 motor 
vehicle and a trailer with a maximum weight of more than 750 
kilograms, if the total combined weight does not exceed 12,000 
kilograms

DE
Vehicle combinations comprising a category D motor vehicle 
and a trailer with a maximum weight of more than 750 kilograms

D1E

Vehicle combinations comprising a subcategory D1 motor 
vehicle and a trailer with a maximum weight of more than 750 
kilograms, if the total combined weight does not exceed 12,000 
kilograms and the trailer is not used for carrying passengers

F
Motor vehicles, excluding motorcycles, with a maximum speed 
of 45 km/h

G

Agricultural and forestry motor vehicles with a maximum speed 
of 30 km/h, and commercially registered carts, traction engines 
and tractors with a maximum speed of 30 km/h in agricultural 
and forestry use, excluding exceptional vehicles

M Mopeds
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5. National restrictions and other additional information on certain categories, subcategories 
and special categories

 

Code Description
101 Specific stipulation (the detailed ruling is kept by the cantonal authority that is-

sued the licence)
25 kW A: Motorcycles up to 25 kW and 0.16 kW/kg (issued until 31 March 2016)
35 kW A: Motorcycles up to 35 kW and up to 0.20 kW/kg 
45 km/h A1: Subcategory A1 motorcycles with a maximum speed of 45 km/h
121 B, C, B1, C1 or F: Licence for professional transport of passengers
122 B, C, B1, C1 or F: Licence for professional transport of passengers (restricted 

to schoolchildren, workers, people with disabilities, ambulances and vehicles 
with a maximum design speed of 30 km/h)

3.5t 106 D1: When exchanging Cat. B/D2 (issued until 31 March 2003, transitional law):
Operation of minibuses with more than 17 seats and carrying of trailers with a 
maximum weight exceeding 750 kg on minibuses in domestic traffic on a non-
commercial basis.

106 D1: When exchanging Cat. B/D2 and C1 (issued until 31 March 2003, trans-
itional law):
Operation of minibuses with more than 17 seats and carrying of trailers with a 
maximum weight exceeding 750 kg on minibuses in domestic traffic on a non-
commercial basis.
Operation of coaches with no more than 17 seats, including the driver's seat, in 
domestic traffic on a non-commercial basis.

121
3.5t 106

B, D1: When exchanging Cat. D1 (issued until 31 March 2003, transitional law):
Operation of minibuses with more than 17 seats and carrying of trailers with a 
maximum weight exceeding 750 kg on minibuses in domestic traffic on a com-
mercial basis.

121
106

B, D1: When exchanging Cat. D1 and C1 (issued until 31 March 2003, trans-
itional law):
Operation of minibuses with more than 17 seats and carrying of trailers with a 
maximum weight exceeding 750 kg on minibuses in domestic traffic on a com-
mercial basis.
Operation of coaches with no more than 17 seats, including the driver's seat, in 
domestic traffic on a commercial basis.

107 D: Regional scheduled services (transitional law)
108 Authorisation to display a 'Doctor/Emergency' sticker. Entry only in (AUFLA).
109 (incl. mo-
tor homes > 
7.5 t)

C1, C1E: When exchanging Cat. C1 (issued until 31 March 2003, transitional 
law):
Operation of motor homes and, in domestic traffic, of fire brigade vehicles re-
gardless of the number of seats and maximum weight. Entry under point 12 in li-
cence.

C1 (members of the police force): Operation of police vehicles in domestic 
traffic regardless of the number of seats and maximum weight

C1 (members of a rescue service): Operation of disaster response vehicles of 
a rescue service in domestic traffic regardless of the number of seats and max-
imum weight

C1 (members of civil protection): Operation of civil protection vehicles and 
vehicles requisitioned by the civil protection corps in domestic traffic, regardless 
of the number of seats and maximum weight
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C1 (carrying of trailers): Carrying of trailers used by the fire brigade, police, 
rescue services or civil protection to transport emergency equipment or required 
as part of an intervention. The driver of the vehicle does not have to belong to 
the organisation that is entered as the holder in the vehicle registration docu-
ment.

110 Operation of trolley buses. Entry only in (AUFLA).
111 C, C1, D, D1 or licence for professional transport of passengers:

(Entry at the level of Cat. B or in (AUFLA)).
The valid foreign driving licence must be carried. The time limit for driving au-
thorisations can be entered under point 11.

118 C1 (members of the fire brigade): Operation of motorised fire brigade vehicles 
in domestic traffic regardless of the number of seats and maximum weight

C1 (members of the police force): Operation of police vehicles in domestic 
traffic regardless of the number of seats and maximum weight

C1 (members of a rescue service): Operation of disaster response vehicles of 
a rescue service in domestic traffic regardless of the number of seats and max-
imum weight

C1 (members of civil protection): Operation of civil protection vehicles and 
vehicles requisitioned by the civil protection corps in domestic traffic, regardless 
of the number of seats and maximum weight

C1 (carrying of trailers): Carrying of trailers used by the fire brigade, police, 
rescue services or civil protection to transport emergency equipment or required 
as part of an intervention. The driver of the vehicle does not have to belong to 
the organisation that is entered as the holder in the vehicle registration docu-
ment.

G40 G: Operation of exceptional agricultural and forestry vehicles and agricultural 
and forestry tractors with a maximum speed of 40 km/h, and commercially re-
gistered tractors with a maximum speed of 40 km/h in agricultural and forestry 
use in domestic traffic.

Additional details that appear only on a provisional licence (legend on the back of the licence)
112 Learner driving only with a driving instructor or authorised instructor
113 Unaccompanied learner driving authorised 

(only if an exception to mandatory accompaniment is granted)
114 Valid only with a certificate of basic practical training for motorcycle learner 

drivers
118 Members of the fire brigade: Learner driving with motorised fire brigade vehicles 

with a maximum weight exceeding 7,500 kg and category C driving school 
trucks
Members of the police force: Learner driving with police vehicles with a max-
imum weight exceeding 7,500 kg and category C driving school trucks
Members of a rescue service: Learner driving with disaster response vehicles of 
a rescue service with a maximum weight exceeding 7,500 kg and category C 
driving school trucks
Members of a civil protection organisation: Learner driving with civil protection 
vehicles with a maximum weight exceeding 7,500 kg and category C driving 
school trucks

Codes for driving instructors and authorised instructors on the driving licence
201 Driving instructor Cat. B 
202 Driving instructor Cat. C
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204 Driving instructor Cat. A 
210 Instructor for trainee heavy goods vehicle drivers (trainee in the Vocational Edu-

cation and Training 'Driver of Heavyweight Trucks, Federal Diploma of Voca-
tional Education and Training')

211 Instructor for drivers with hearing impairments or disabilities
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6. Details included in the driving licence (issued between 1 April 2003 and 14 April 2023)

1 Surname of the holder 

2 First name of the holder 

3 Date of birth and place of origin or place of birth of the holder 

4a Date of issue of the licence

4b Date of expiry of the licence (or a dash if the licence is valid indefinitely) 

4c Name of the issuing authority (see List of abbreviations and 
addresses)

5 Number of driving licence

6 Photograph of the holder 

7 Signature of the holder 

(8) Place of residence, domicile or postal address (not entered in Swiss driving licences) 

9 Categories of vehicles the holder is entitled to drive

10 Date of issue of each category

11 Date of expiry of each category

12 Additional details 

(13) Information essential for administering the licence (not included in Swiss driving licences) 

(14) Information essential for administering the licence or related to road safety (not included in 
Swiss driving licences)

https://www.fedlex.admin.ch/eli/cc/1976/2423_2423_2423/de#a84
https://asa.ch/strassenverkehrsaemter/adressen/
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7. Appearance and security features of the driving licence (issued between 1 April 2003 and 
14 April 2023)

Front:

Reverse (language: German):
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Reverse (language: French):

Reverse (language: Italian):

Reverse (language: Romansh):
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The symbol 'CH' (for Switzerland) 
and the 'Swiss cross' can be made 
visible by changing the angle of light 
incidence (holograms).

Microprint text: displayed as a line 
through reproduction using standard 
methods.

The 'traffic lights' icon changes col-
our when the angle of light incidence 
is changed.

Pearlescent sheen: when turned to 
the light, changes to colours that are 
not reproducible.

Code for card blank: this code is 
unique and is only issued once.
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